Search and retrieval is gaining importance in the ink domain due to the increase in the availability of online handwritten data. However, the problem is challenging due to variations in handwriting between various writers, digitizers and writing conditions. In this paper, we propose a retrieval mechanism for online handwriting, which can handle different writing styles, specifically for Indian languages. The proposed approach provides a keyboard-based search interface that enables to search handwritten data from any platform, in addition to pen-based and example-based queries. One of the major advantages of this framework is that information retrieval techniques such as ranking relevance, detecting stopwords and controlling word forms are extended to work with search and retrieval in the ink domain. The framework also allows cross-lingual document retrieval across Indian languages.
Introduction
Pen-based interfaces are gaining popularity due to the flexibility and convenience of pen as an interface. The compactness of online handwritten data also enables efficient storage and communication. Moreover, handwriting has more expressive power as compared to typed text due to the possibility of annotations and sketches, that makes it an effective medium of communication.
The pen technologies have also matured over the last twenty years starting from touch screen based sensors with limited resolution to highly accurate and robust sensors based on electromagnetic and sonic technologies. Due to its capabilities, applications that treat handwriting or ink as the primary data type are also on the rise. However, as the amount of data available in the form of handwriting increases, access to specific documents becomes an issue due to the inability of current indexing and retrieval algorithms to efficiently handle such data.
The primary solution to handle online handwritten data is to employ a HWR (handwriting recognizer) to convert the ink into text, and use the results to search and retrieve the documents [1, 2] . However, this approach is suited only where the handwritten data is purely text and where a robust HWR is available for the language contained in the document. An alternate solution is to do matching and retrieval in the ink domain itself. The problem is very challenging due to the large amount of variations present in online handwriting. The sources of these variations include: i) differences in writing styles of various users, and inconsistency in writings of a single user, ii) differences in writing surfaces and capabilities of different digitizers, iii) noise introduced by the digitizers, representations, etc. In addition to the above, online handwriting also contain variations due to differences in writing speeds as the temporal information is also captured in the digitization process. Figure 1 shows search for relevant documents from a collection of handwritten documents. The input could be a handwriting using a pen/stylus, a sample word from a document, or even text typed from a keyboard. Users expect the most relevant documents to be retrieved from a database and presented to them in a ranked and meaningful way.
The level of complexity of the search increases as the diversity and size of the document collection increases. The range of applications also varies accordingly.
• Single Writer Collections: These are typical in scenarios like the archived notes taken by the user of a pen-based device. The matching and retrieval of online documents are not easy even with such a collection of homogeneous writings [3] . Such collections usually contain a single script or language.
• Multi-Writer Single Script: As the number of writers increase, the variability of handwriting also increases dramatically. Such document collections are part of applications that communicate handwritten documents across users, such as a mailing application.
• Multi-Writer Multi-Script: As digital communications span across continents, the documents transmitted are likely to contain a large variety of languages and scripts. Dealing with such documents would be essential for email processing applications such as spam filters or searches in the archives of an organization. The search in such large collections have to be efficient in addition to being able to handle the different languages used in the documents. The problem is commonplace in a country like India, where there are 18 official languages, most of them having their own scripts.
• Digital Libraries: Applications such as digital libraries add one more level of complexity to the problem due to an increase in the order of magnitude of the database as well as the varieties in devices that are used for digitization of handwriting.
Retrieval of Handwritten Documents
Approaches used for searching handwritten documents can be classified into recognition-based and recognition-free techniques. Depending on the application and digitization process, the data could be either word images (offline) or traces of pen motion (online). Recognition of online data has the advantage of using the additional temporal information present in the data.
Overview of the Previous Work
Recognition of handwritten data has received a lot of research attention in the past. Initial attempts in this direction were to recognize scanned images of handwritten characters (offline handwriting recognition) and is useful in applications such as postal address recognition [8] , handwritten form recognition [9] , handwritten bank check recognition [10] , etc. However, in the case of HCI for pen-based devices, one can utilize the additional writing order, direction and velocity information to aid the recognition process. This is referred to as online handwriting recognition. The strokes in the word could be modeled using statistical models such as HMMs [11] . Such models are often tuned for a particular writer's handwriting. On the other hand, writer independent handwriting recognition is an extremely difficult problem due to the extent Table 1 Overview of existing and current work in the area of document retrieval.
of variation among writing styles of different writers. Such variations require the recognition engines to be trained to a particular user's handwriting style. Adaptation of a recognizer to a specific writers' handwriting [12] has been the most promising solution in this regard.
A second approach is to represent the handwritten words using a set of features and match two words by comparing the corresponding feature vectors. This approach is referred to as word spotting, and is quite effective when compared to recognition-based search for poor quality documents. Rows 1 and 5 of Table  1 show examples of the word spotting technique applied to offline and online handwritten documents.
Challenges in Recognition-free Handwritten Document Retrieval
Searching and retrieval of relevant documents from handwritten data collections is a challenging task, especially when there is no textual representation. To come up with a successful search engine in the ink domain, we need to address the following issues:
Variations in Handwritten Data: Search in handwritten documents requires appropriate representational schemes and similarity measures. This is because of the large amount of variations in handwriting style, speed and direction among various writers, besides variations and noises introduced by digitizers. We need to come up with robust feature extraction and matching schemes, which can represent the content well, while invariant to writing variations.
Scalability: Retrieval of relevant documents requires matching users query word with handwritten words in the collection. Doing this online is inefficient and time taking, which can possibly be solved by indexing documents offline. However, indexing multiple writers documents is a difficult task unless textual representation of index terms are available.
Segmentation:
The existence of irregularities in handwriting, inconsistency of inter-word and inter-character spacing in handwritten data and the existence of non-textual objects in a page makes detection of words in handwritten document a challenging task. Robust segmentation tool needs to be designed to detect words from handwritten data. Document Relevance Ranking: Existing information retrieval measures like TF/IDF are designed for ranking relevance of textual documents. To make sure that the retrieval system achieves users expectations there is a need to design suitable ranking methods in the ink domain.
Indian languages: Indian languages pose many additional challenges. Some of these are: (i) lack of standard representation for the fonts and encoding, (ii) lack of support from operating system, browsers and keyboard, (iii) lack of language processing routines, (iv) lack of robust HWRs, and (v) presence of multiple scripts. These issues add to the complexity of developing handwriting retrieval scheme.
The Proposed Approach
The approach proposed here consists of three major steps: i) Synthesis of handwritten data from the query, ii) Matching of the query to words in the database, and iii) Computation of relevance scores of documents to order the results of matching. The synthesis is primarily aimed at Indian scripts, which are non-cursive in nature. The synthesized handwritten word is then matched with all the words in the database and those with scores below a threshold qualifies as matches. The matching documents are then ranked according to the frequency of the search term in the document (TF) and the inverse of the number of documents containing the word (IDF), and the result is presented to the user.
The following are the characteristic differences of the current work, when compared to other approaches to retrieval of online handwriting data.
(1) Use of Synthesis: Our approach employs a handwriting synthesis module to map the query text into the ink domain. Matching is done at the ink level rather than on the recognition output. This enables the use of a keyboard, pen or example word for query input. (2) Use of IR Measures: The proposed approach extends the concepts of TF/IDF and word-form variations into the ink domain and integrates it with the search and retrieval module. This enables us to have better page rank computations. This part is an extension of our work that uses a similar approach for printed documents [7] . (3) Indexing: Indexing and clustering schemes are introduced to organize multi-user document collections so as to enhance efficiency of searching and retrieval from handwritten data. (4) Cross-Lingual Retrieval: The synthesis module, when combined with the transliteration properties of Indian languages enables us to do crosslingual retrievals for a single query word. (5) Indian Language Search: The state of both OCR and handwriting recognition for Indian languages are still in its infancy and there are no commercial OCR or HWR programs available even on platforms like the Tablet PCs. A recognition-free approach is extremely useful in this context. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt at the problem of document retrieval from Indian language online handwritten data.
The bottleneck of most recognition-free approaches is the fact that one is trying to match the content of the query word with that of the words in a document. The matching algorithm proposed by Jain and Namboodiri [3] achieves excellent results for word matching. However, the performance of the algorithm drops drastically when one tries to compare the words written by two different writers. In general, ink-matching based algorithms work well only for single user document collections. Moreover, the user interface for the method described in [3] is restricted to pen-based input and hence is not convenient in all settings. The user needs to provide an example query word, in place of the textual query that we employ in this work. We solve both of the problems by generating a handwritten sample of the query word in the writing style used in the document. In other words, matching is done using a synthesized sample of the query in the style of the writer under consideration, which is generated from typed text. The block diagram in Figure 2 describes the entire process of synthesis of the query text and retrieval from handwritten document collections. The input query is entered either in ITRANS or in Unicode. The query word is then synthesized and the corresponding handwritten word is rendered by the word rendering module. Features are then extracted from the rendered word and is matched against all the feature values of the handwritten words that are stored in the database. Then relevant handwritten documents are fetched based on their relevance scores for users view. Note that in the present work we assumed handwritten word segmentation is available and hence it is not part of this work.
Handwriting Synthesis and Modeling
Handwriting synthesis transforms the query text into the ink domain. To get better results during synthesis, models of handwritten data are learned from training samples. In doing so synthesis enables to perform matching at the ink level.
Online Handwriting Synthesis
Given an input text, the problem of handwriting synthesis is to generate data that is close to how a human would write the text. The characteristics of the generated data could be that of a specific writer or that from a generic model.
Even with a given model, the synthesis method should not be deterministic since the variations that are found in human handwriting are inherently stochastic. However, if we need to generate data that is similar to a particular writer's handwriting, we need to identify, model, and preserve the basic characteristics of his/her handwriting. The problem of maintaining the writing style while introducing variability [13] makes the problem of synthesis very difficult. A handwriting synthesis solution has a variety of applications including automatic creation of personalized documents [14] , generation of large quantities of annotated handwritten data for training recognizers [15] [16], and writer-independent matching and retrieval of handwritten documents.
Traditionally, handwriting synthesis has been dealt within the realm of offline handwriting [17] , where the handwritten data is a scanned image of a paper document. Online handwriting is stored as a sequence of strokes, where each stroke is defined as the trace of the pen tip from a pen-down to the next penup. Devices with pen-based interfaces facilitate storing of the handwritten ink in the digital format and thus enabling a variety of applications such as search and retrieval of large sets of handwritten notes [18] as well as efficient communication via the Internet. In the context of digital ink, the technique of handwriting synthesis is extremely useful as it leads to applications that preserve the compactness of online data, while being natural.Additional details of the synthesis process could be found in [19] . 
Characteristics of Indian Scripts
The problems associated with handwriting synthesis are different depending upon the nature of the script that one is trying to synthesize. Languages that use the Roman script contain a small set of symbols that are arranged in a linear fashion to create a word. The complexity of these scripts arises due to the cursive nature of the script, where the individual characters are connected together. In fact, real-world handwriting is a mixture of cursive and noncursive parts, which makes the problems of recognition and synthesis, more difficult.
Indian language scripts are fundamentally non-cursive in nature, where the aksharas (equivalent to characters) are written independently, separated by space or pen-lifts. An akshara can be combination of one or more (up to 3) consonants with a vowel. However, these scripts often contain a large num-ber of characters that have complex spatial layout of strokes. Indian scripts have compound characters, which are combinations of multiple consonants and vowels. The handwriting synthesis process should hence model all the possible variations of characters and their combinations to be able to generate any given text. This makes the problem of synthesis, extremely complex in the case of Indian language scripts.
There are many other properties of the Indian scripts that are not seen in Roman. This arises due to a variety of factors:
• Alphabets of Indian scripts have far more complex shapes and varied writing styles.
• The size of the alphabets is typically high. In addition, the presence of samyuktaksharas (compound characters) make modeling Indian scripts more difficult.
• The basic stroke shapes in Roman scripts are often unambiguous in their meaning. However, this is not the case with the Indian scripts, where a single stroke shape can acquire different meanings depending on its position and size.
• Indian scripts are non-cursive in nature and thus the available models for cursive scripts need not be the most suitable.
• The spatial location of an akshara is dependent on the previous akshara in some Indian language scripts.
Along with the spatial complexity, the variance in writing styles also increases for Indian scripts. For example, Figure 3 shows the handwritten Telugu word EdainA (means anything) written by two different writers. As it is evident from Figure 3 , the second writer's handwriting (Figure 3 (b) ) is readable and clean as compared to that of the first writer (Figure 3 (a) ), whose handwriting sample is composed of several pen lifting movements, stroke discontinuities, slant and other deformities. Also note the fact that the stroke order is not unique for every writer for a given word and sometimes even the same writer has different stroke order when writing the same word.
As pointed out before, the scripts of Indian languages are more complex than Roman script. Following is a list of interesting characteristics of Indian scripts that are relevant to the synthesis problem. Words in many of the Indian language scripts (like Hindi, Bangla, Marathi, and Gurumukhi (Punjabi)) have Shirorekha (horizontal bar on the top). Figure 4 (a) shows how characters of Bangla script are joined on the top with the Shirorekha to form a word. The other feature of Indian scripts is shown in Figure 4 (b), where vowels often get converted as augmented shape modifiers to consonants in most Indian scripts. In Hindi when the consonant ka is combined with the vowel e it gives a compound akshara ki. Figure 4 (c) depicts the third case. This is an example of Samyuktakshara which could contain multiple consonants and vowels. In De- vanagari script the word raashtra is formed from the basic consonants and vowels listed. The fourth case (Figure 4(d) ) shows an example from the Tamil script where the vowel sound uu is a concatenation of the symbols of u and lla. Finally, in Figure 4 (e) we have the consonant ka in Hindi, which when combined with the vowel uu results in kuu and when combined with the vowel e results in ke.
One may observe that for Indian scripts, spatial positioning of the strokes is equally important as their shapes.
Synthesis of Non-Roman Scripts
Roman script was the primary focus in the motor model based synthesis techniques [20] [21]. In addition there have been attempts like modulation of oscillatory motions of the pen [22] , the vector-matrix of successive strokes [23] and use allograph codes as input [24] . On the other hand there has been no concrete model available for the oriental languages. Some oriental characters need many pen-tip lifting steps due to the presence of large number of short segments. Scripts such as the Korean has been studied before for the purpose of synthesis [25, 26] . The Beta-Velocity model was proposed for Kanji scripts [25] to simulate cursiveness with a letter or a word. This model was an improvised version of the Delta LogNormal model, the main difference being that the Beta-Velocity model uses asymmetric curves, whose skewness can be controlled by variables.
In this work, we use a stroke shape and layout model for Indian language scripts that can be learned from labeled samples. Hence we can use the model for generation of a specific writer's handwriting or develop a generic writer model. This model captures both the shape and temporal aspects of the strokes as well as their order information. Hence we can generate either online or offline data using the learned parameters. Figure 5 gives the outline of the learning and synthesis steps of our method. The handwriting model consists of two parts, a stroke model, which captures the shapes and variations in the basic strokes that form the characters, and a layout model, which controls the spatial layout of the individual strokes. The individual models can be learned from online handwritten data that is collected from a writer or multiple writers. The training data needs to be annotated manually. Examples of strokes corresponding to each stroke class is used to learn the stroke model. The spatial distribution of strokes are learned by the layout model. 
Modeling Handwritten Data

Stroke Model
Each script contains a set of basic strokes that are used to form all the characters in the script. For example, Hindi consists of around 200 basic strokes, while Telugu consists of more than 300 basic strokes. The stroke model consists of a representation for each of these basic strokes. We have used two different models for representation of the strokes: Normalized Template Model and Mean Trace Model.
Normalized template model represents each basic stroke class using a set of training strokes, that are normalized in size. The stroke selector will randomly select one of the samples for the required class and scale it to the appropriate size which is determined by the position of the stroke in the character. The model M, could be represented by a set of k stroke models, each containing a set of stroke samples:
where S i represents the model of the i th stroke class containing n i stroke samples, and each s i is a sample that consists of a sequence of (x, y) coordinate pairs.
Mean trace model computes the mean of all the traces (or strokes) of each of the given stroke classes by normalizing the strokes and aligning the points using an elastic matching technique. The distribution of the samples of the strokes are estimated using the means and covariance matrices of the aligned sample points and are stored in their trace order. The stroke selector module will generate random samples from each of the distributions to create a new stroke of a given class, assuming a Gaussian distribution.
The mean model estimate is the maximum likelihood estimate of the sample sequence, assuming each sample comes from a multivariate Gaussian distribution.
whereX i represents the mean of the p th point of the i th stroke class containing n i stroke samples, and each sample point of the strokes model is the mean of the corresponding points ((x, y) coordinate pairs) after alignment and outliers removal.
Note that the stroke models that we employ are relatively simple compared to the motor model based approaches for Roman scripts. However, since the strokes themselves are only parts of characters in the Indian language scripts, their spatial distribution, captured by the layout model, can generate realistic renderings of handwriting.
Layout Model
The most important part of our synthesis model is the layout model that is capable of capturing the spatial relationship between stroke classes. Let ω i and ω j be two stroke classes that are modeled using the stroke model defined in Section 3.2.1. We describe the layout model as the spatial relationship between the two strokes ω i and ω j in terms of distance, r, and direction, θ. In this experiment the relative distance and direction are computed based on the bounding boxes.
Let p(r, θ|ω i ω j ) represent the spatial distribution of the class ω j with respect to the class ω i , where r is the radial distance and the θ is the angle between the two classes. We represent the spatial layout D L of a script/language L, as a set of such pairwise spatial distributions of the strokes:
Here we assume that the parameters r, θ form a distribution for each stroke class pair, which can be modeled as a multivariate Gaussian distribution. The mean and covariance matrices are estimated using MLE, similar to that in the stroke model. Once the model parameters are estimated from the annotated samples, we can synthesize any given text based on the synthesis procedure (shown to the right of the dotted line in Figure 5 ).
Each character in the Indian script could compose of multiple strokes and its number can differ based on the writing style. Hence, in addition to the spatial layout, we also need to learn the set of stroke classes that are used to write a particular character by specific writer. This information is identified and stored for each character class during the training phase. Detailed discussion of stroke and layout models could be found in [19] .
Retrieval by Synthesis
We retrieve online handwriting by synthesizing the query word as online handwritten data. Thereafter we find the results by matching and ranking relevance of documents identified during searching.
Query Expansion
During searching if a relevant document does not contain the terms that are in the query, then that document will not be retrieved. Query expansion is the process of reformulating a given query to reduce query-document mismatch [27] . The aim of query expansion is to improve retrieval performance (precision and/or recall) in information retrieval operations. This procedure have greater importance for cross-lingual retrieval of handwritten documents in Indian language, since relevant documents may exist in some other language. In text search engines the additional terms may be taken from a thesaurus. For example a search for 'car' may be expanded to 'car', 'cars', 'automobile', 'automobiles', etc. In this work, multi-script query expansion is done to allow cross-lingual search and document retrieval across Indian languages. Thus, given an input query we use transliteration to generate the corresponding terms in any of the Indian scripts.
Query Generation
Let ω 1 , ω 2 , ..., ω k be the k primitive classes that compose the entire script. These primitive classes consist of strokes extracted from the stroke model. Let x i be a particular stroke in the training samples of ω j . Conventional algorithms model p(x i |ω j ) (denoted as p ω j (x i )) based on a set of parameters that control the shape of x i [28] , and the primitives used are characters. In our model, p ω j (x i ) is controlled by the stroke model.
The word is synthesized using the individual primitive classes, and the distribution of samples within the classes. The synthesis proceeds as follows:
• Given a text word, create a sequence of stroke classes that constitute the handwriting equivalent of the input word. This information is learned during the training of the layout model. • For each stroke class, we select/generate a sample stroke using the stroke model for the writer under consideration. • The layout model is used to arrange the sample strokes to generate the final word.
• The word could be rendered in appropriate form, depending on the application or could be passed to the next phase in applications such as retrieval and training of recognizers and also can be used for other applications.
Stroke Selection:
The stroke selection module selects a sample stroke from the set of training samples in the case of normalized template model. For the mean trace model, we generate a sample stroke based on the learned distribution of the sample points within the stroke. One can introduce variations in the synthesis by generating random samples from each sample distribution. Alternately, the mean of the sample points would give the most likely stroke sample for each stroke class.
Stroke Alignment:
The sequence of primitives generated by the stroke selection algorithm should be aligned to generate the handwritten query word. We use the layout model, computed during the training phase, to determine the orientation between every pair of consecutive strokes. Given two consecutive strokes, belonging to classes ω i−1 and ω i , we compute the most likely position of the second stroke with respect to the first stroke: argmax r,θ p(r, θ|ω i−1 ω i ), where r, θ is the distance and direction of the second stroke with respect to the first. To introduce writing variations, one could generate random samples of r and θ according to the density function, p(r i , θ i |ω i−1 ω i ). Note that position of the first stroke of the word is immaterial, and hence the total probability of the synthesized word with m stroke classes can be written as:
where p(x i |ω i ) gives the probability generation of each stroke from the corresponding class, and p(r i , θ i |ω i−1 ω i ) gives the probability of observing the two stroke classes, ω i−1 and ω i , in that particular relative spatial positions. Figure 6 (a) illustrates the concept, where the lines indicate the direction and distance (r, θ) generated by the synthesis module. The approach works well to align the generated sequence, except when an error or outliers is generated in some position, which gets propagated to the remaining strokes. Figure 6 (b) shows such an example of error in alignment along with the ideal layout that should have been created from the strokes. We note that the second stroke was placed incorrectly above the first one, which led to incorrect placement of the subsequent strokes. The errors in synthesis could affect the retrieval performance. However, by using appropriate stroke distance measures (such as distance between bounding boxes) that suits a particular script, such errors can be minimized.
Matching Handwritten Words
Once a handwritten word is synthesized from the query word, we use it to search the database of handwritten documents using elastic matching. Since every online handwritten word is a collection of strokes, we need to define a matching technique to compare two strokes as well as two words. Distance or dissimilarity between two strokes is computed using a set of features extracted from the group of strokes. Each stroke consists of a sequence of sample points, (x, y) that describes the trace of the pen during writing. The strokes are first converted into a sequence of feature vectors, extracted from each of the sample points. The feature vector consists of:
(1) The direction, θ, of the tangent to the stroke curve (2) The curvature, c, of the stroke at the sample point, and (3) The height, h, of the sample point from the word baseline Figure 7 (a) illustrates the computation of the three features. The angle, curvature and height of a point on the stroke completely characterizes the local neighborhood. Moreover, these features have been demonstrated to be effective for online word spotting for single user datasets [3] . The distance between two feature vectors F 1 = θ 1 , c 1 , h 1 and F 2 = θ 2 , c 2 , h 2 is defined as the weighted Euclidean distance between the two vectors:
where ks are the weighting factors. A sequence alignment score D(i, j) between two sequences F = F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F M and G = G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G N is then computed using a Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) procedure. The use of the total cost of Dynamic Time Warping as a similarity measure is helpful to group together strokes that are related to their root character by partial match. Dynamic Time Warping is a dynamic programming based procedure to align two sequences of signals. This can also provide a similarity measure. Further details of DTW computation is available in [7] .
The distance between two words are computed similar to the inter-stroke distance. However, in this case, the primitives becomes strokes (unlike feature vectors in stroke matching) and D(i, j) is used as the distance measure between strokes. The DTW algorithm used at the word level allows us to handle spurious or missing strokes in a word. It also allows us to do partial matching of words as will be seen in the next section.
Information Retrieval Measures for Handwritten Document Retrieval
Most of the document retrieval algorithms mentioned in Section 2, focus on spotting of similar looking words and retrieving documents containing such instances. However, with widespread use of textual search engines along with powerful information retrieval techniques, one naturally look for mimicking these ideas, even in the absence of an explicit recognition engine. We had already presented a computationally efficient procedure for the indexing and retrieval of offline printed documents [7] . Here, we extend the same idea to the online handwritten data. Table 2 A comparative review of information retrieval measures used in text search engines vs. the present work.
In the case of ASCII encoded text documents, the retrieved documents are ranked according to a relevance score. The relevance scores are computed as follows: i) stop words in the query and documents are removed to avoid spurious documents from being retrieved, ii) morphological variations of the word are identified, and iii) relevance of the document to a query is ranked based on factors such as term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF). An important process in speeding up the retrieval of documents is that of indexing. Indexing documents require identification of their representative index terms. To this end, we apply basic information retrieval measures in the ink domain for stemming word form variations, detecting stopwords and relevance measurement. During indexing, the unique words in a document are identified and a table is created with them, where each index term points to all the instances of that term in the document. We use inverted data structure to organize clustered documents around the words they contain. Thereafter one can search only in the index table to locate any document containing the query.
In our problem of recognition-free retrieval, the identification of instances of a particular word becomes the problem of unsupervised clustering of the words in a document collection. Once we identify clusters that correspond to unique words, we can compute measures such as TF and IDF without explicit recognition of the words, as they need only the number of instances of a particular word in the document. We use a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) based clustering algorithm for this purpose.
To carry out the clustering, we construct a complete graph for each document, where the word instances are the nodes and the distance between any two nodes is their matching distance computed in Section 4.3. The edges between instances of the same word (or variants of it) are expected to be shorter than those between instances of different words. We then compute the minimum spanning tree of the graph. The clustering algorithm proceeds by removing the longer edges from the tree, thus separating clusters of same words from others. The process is done in a recursive fashion, where each edge, e ij is inspected for its relative length with respect to the neighboring edges, incident of nodes i and j. An edge with a large ratio of length to its neighbors is considered an inter-cluster edge and is removed. The process is repeated until the largest ratio, remaining in the graph, is within a threshold. The threshold is often set experimentally, and is dependent on the stability of the distance score computed above. For multi-page documents, the words in a page are clustered and the clusters across pages are merged to form the index, for efficiency purposes.
The above indexing and clustering approach can be directly applied to singlewriter handwritten document collections. However, in the multi-writer case there is a great variations in the writing style among writers. Hence applica-bility of the indexing approach depends on the availability of a dictionary of words, which can be synthesized and compared to the words in the documents to form clusters.
The statistical distribution of the words across documents is used for detecting stop words and also for computing a pseudo-TF/IDF. Once similar words are clustered, we analyze the clusters for their relevance. A measure of the uniformity of the presence of similar words across the documents is computed. We define the uniformity measure (η), as µ/σ, where µ is the mean, and σ is the standard deviation of the number of instances of the word per page. Note that the value of η will be high for those words which appear frequently on most pages. The inverse of the uniformity measure (1/η) is used as inverse document frequency. If a word is common in all the documents, this word is less meaningful to characterize any of the documents. Given a query, the corresponding handwriting is synthesized and the cluster corresponding to the words are identified. In each cluster, documents with highest occurrence of similar words are ranked and listed. The process of computation of relevance of the word as well as the counting of word frequencies does help to index document images similar to TF/IDF (Term Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency) for text indexing.
One of the main problems in document search using keywords is that of wordform variations. The exact word that is present in the document being searched is a variant of the keyword. There are two types of variations that are possible for a word: i) variation of the form of the word and ii) alternate word with the same meaning. For example, let the keyword being searched is compute. Word-form variants include words such as computer, computing, computation, etc., where as, alternate words could include calculate and determine in specific contexts. Addressing the second type of variation needs knowledge of the meaning of the word and its context and is beyond the scope of this work. We address the problem of dealing with the first class of variations, namely wordform variations. To match variants of a word, we note that word form varies mostly as changes in the prefix and/or suffix of a word, both in English and in Indian languages. Figure 8 shows an example of partial matching for the Hindi words having root word "gyan" (meaning knowledge). As can be seen, the word "Agyanta" (on the top of Figure 8 ) is matched with the word "gyan" (to the left of Figure 8 ). We thus modify our matching algorithm to minimize the penalty added on the total matching score as a result of the initial and final parts of a variant word (that is not matching with its base word). The net cost is finally used as a distance measure to group together similar words during clustering. This makes it easier to determine the relevance of words for representing documents during indexing.
A gy a n t a gy a n Fig. 8 . Partial matching of the word 'gyan' with its variant 'Agyanta'.
Experimental Results
The proposed search and retrieval scheme is tested on online handwriting datasets in Indian scripts, primarily in Telugu. The data for the experiments were collected using an IBM Crosspad and a Tablet PC. For convenience of description, we divide our dataset into two: Dataset 1, consists of 100 pages of data from 20 different writers in Telugu script. The writers were chosen from varied backgrounds based on attributes such as script familiarity, educational qualification, age, and gender. The data contains over 12, 000 words. Dataset 2, consists of 15 pages each in Bangla, Hindi, Malayalam, Tamil, and Telugu scripts, collected from a total of 5 writers. The Telugu pages are common in both sets. The scripts mentioned above were selected for the following reasons: i) Telugu, which has one of the most complex layouts among all of the Indian languages, ii) Hindi, which has shirorekha, iii) Malayalam which has long and complex strokes, and iv) Bangla, which is similar to Hindi and v) Tamil, which has the smallest set of alphabets in Indian languages. A larger Telugu dataset (Dataset 1) was collected due to its complexity in spatial layout of characters.
Modeling and Synthesis of Handwriting:
The first set of experiments were to evaluate the performance of the synthesis algorithm. The experimental framework consists of i) an annotation tool that can annotate the handwritten data at the stroke level, ii) a handwriting model and synthesis module and iii) an ITRANS-based encoding module for processing the text input. The data was annotated manually using the annotation toolkit [29] in ITRANS [30] . In this toolkit, handwritten data can be displayed simultaneously with the annotation, which is dynamically updated as the user types the annotation. Figure 9 shows two original samples of the Telugu word 'EdainA' from two different writers and the corresponding synthesized words. As can be seen, the synthesized words for two different writers (Figure 9 (b) and (d)) are very similar to their original forms (Figure 9 (a) and (c)). As noted from the example, our model is able to generate natural and realistic words that are very close to the original ones. Also shown in Figure 9 (e)-(j) the word "manushya" in their synthesized and original forms in Malayalam, Bengali and Tamil scripts respectively. During synthesis the user input is typically in the form of either Unicode or ITRANS [30] encoded text, which are the two popular encodings for Indian language scripts. The input encoder converts the ITRANS or Unicode text string into a sequence of stroke classes. The specific stroke classes that are generated depend on the character in the input as well as the writing style of the writer under consideration. The stroke selector module generates a sequence of strokes using the stroke model that are needed to generate the input text. Stroke alignment module is then used to compute the spatial positioning of the generated strokes based on the information from the alignment model and finally the word is rendered.
A quantitative evaluation of the synthesis algorithm is not feasible without a similarity measure between the generated word and the writing style of the writer under consideration. However, the writing style is a subjective quantity, that has not yet been quantified in the literature. Hence we use the effectiveness of the synthesis module in the retrieval experiments to measure the correctness of our synthesis algorithm.
To run the retrieval experiments, we identify a set of query words that are present in the documents in the database, and the corresponding online handwriting samples are synthesized. The features from the synthesized word are extracted as described before and compared against the words in the document. Those words with a matching (distance) score that is lower than a pre-specified threshold were assumed to match the query. As the threshold is relaxed, more documents are retrieved, which may contain documents that are less relevant, and as the threshold is tightened, the relevance of the retrieved documents increase, although the number of documents retrieved will decrease. Retrieved documents are then ranked based on the relevance to the query using TF/IDF scores. Figure 11 shows the retrieved documents with the matching words placed inside the bounding box for the query in Figure 12 . We note that all the documents that contained the word were retrieved and the top three matches were all relevant documents. Figure 11 (a) has three matches where the first two matches are for the word "roojulaku" which is a variant of "roojulu", while the last match is a direct match with the word "roojulu". The match with the variant occurs due to the fact that the first sequence of strokes in all the three matches are similar and constitute the root word "rooju" (meaning "day"). Figure 11 (b) also has similar results for the word "roojulu" written by a different writer. In general, as can be observed from the retrieval result the search is able to retrieve words written by different writers based on the synthesized words, which shows the effectiveness of the synthesis based retrieval scheme. Figure 12 presents a closer look at the retrieved words, which contain both writer differences and word form variations. The results clearly indicate that the partial matching scheme can effectively handle word form variations.
We also quantified the overall performance of the system on the complete database using measures such as precision and recall. The precision refers to the proportion of the retrieved entities that are relevant, while recall refers to the proportion of relevant entities in the database that were retrieved. For objective evaluation and computation of the precision-recall curve, we look at word level precision, and define a document as relevant if the word is matched correctly as per the ground truth. By varying the threshold used for matching, one gets various values for precision and recall. Precision and recall are basically inversely related such that as the threshold is made tighter, the precision increases, while the recall decreases, and vice versa. Figure 13 shows performance results of word matching as a precision-recall curve. It is clear that even in a multi-writer databases, our algorithm is able to achieve very good retrieval performances. The only report in the literature that do recognition-free retrieval of handwritten documents are those by Lopresti and Tompkins [18] and Jain and Namboodiri [3] . The focus of both of them is single-writer document collections. For cross-writer retrieval, Lopresti and Tompkins [18] reports a precision of 2.8% at 50% recall and 1.6% at 100% recall on a dataset of 6240 words and an equal error rate of around 45% for single- writer datasets. Clearly the algorithm works poorly on cross-writer retrieval. Jain and Namboodiri [3] achieves an equal error rate of around 10%, again for singe-writer dataset of 3, 800 words. In contrast, our algorithm achieves en equal error rate of 25.2% on a dataset of around 12, 000 words written by 20 different writers. A direct comparison of the error rates is not meaningful due to differences in the dataset used. In addition, our approach is able to accept textual queries instead of handwritten samples.
Multi-Script Synthesis and Retrieval
In addition to the multi-writer case, our algorithm is also able to handle multiscript databases using a single query, especially in Indian scripts. For multiscript synthesis, the input data is either translated or transliterated into the target script. Transliteration is possible for proper nouns in Indian languages since all the scripts share a common alphabets although the shape of scripts themselves are very different (see Figure 14) , which is used for cross-lingual search as shown in Figure 14 .
Once the query word is converted to the representation in the required script, a synthesizer in the corresponding script is employed to generate the corresponding handwritten data (see Figure 15 ).
Given an input word in ITRANS, one can generate the corresponding strokes in any of the Indian scripts and use the corresponding language model to generate the handwriting for a particular user. This capability is essential for applications such as cross-lingual search, where one would like to search for a word in different scripts, simultaneously.
Each of the generated query string is then compared with the key words to retrieve the corresponding documents. The results are identical to providing separate queries for each script, and hence is very effective. The query results on the multi-script database yields a precision of 94.3% at a recall of 89.1%. The results are comparable to the single script case and hence shows the effectiveness of the framework.
Conclusions
We have proposed a writer-independent recognition-free approach for retrieval of handwritten data in Indian language scripts. The proposed approach uses handwriting synthesis to do matching in the ink domain as opposed to the use of a recognizer. The framework also incorporates information retrieval measures such as TF/IDF to rank relevance of the retrieved documents. The approach also supports multi-lingual queries, which is especially useful for Indian languages. On the other hand, there is a need to further investigate on writer independence, stroke ordering, a complex stroke model and a way to quantify performance. We are currently working on modeling the handwritten data as a mixture distribution, which will be able to incorporate more writing variations within the data of a single user. Another interesting directions that we are currently pursuing is the study of stroke shape variations when it is in the proximity of other strokes or when the position of the stroke in the word changes.
